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What am I going to talk about?What am I going to talk about?What am I going to talk about?What am I going to talk about?

•• Contributing Emissions Score (CES)Contributing Emissions Score (CES)
•• 5 year network assessments5 year network assessments5 year network assessments 5 year network assessments 



Contributing Emissions ScoreContributing Emissions Scoregg
(CES)(CES)

•• Quantitative tool to provide initial estimate Quantitative tool to provide initial estimate 
of possible nonattainment area for the 24of possible nonattainment area for the 24--
hour PM2.5 National Ambient Air Quality hour PM2.5 National Ambient Air Quality 
StandardsStandards

•• CES supposed to serve as a starting point CES supposed to serve as a starting point 
for nine factor analysisfor nine factor analysiso e ac o a a ys so e ac o a a ys s

•• A lot more information at:A lot more information at:
http://www.epa.gov/ttn/naaqs/pm/docs/tsd_ces_methodology.pdfhttp://www.epa.gov/ttn/naaqs/pm/docs/tsd_ces_methodology.pdf



Contributing Emissions ScoreContributing Emissions Scoregg
(CES)(CES)
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What data did the CES use?What data did the CES use?What data did the CES use?What data did the CES use?

•• Monthly county level emissionsMonthly county level emissions
•• FRM dataFRM dataFRM dataFRM data
•• Speciation data from Chemical Speciation Speciation data from Chemical Speciation 

NetworkNetworkNetworkNetwork
•• HYSPLITHYSPLIT



Factors in the CESFactors in the CESFactors in the CESFactors in the CES

•• EmissionsEmissions
–– Monthly total emissions by county: SO2, NOx, Monthly total emissions by county: SO2, NOx, y y y , ,y y y , ,

Total Carbon, CrustalTotal Carbon, Crustal
–– Calculated total emissions for top 5% of high Calculated total emissions for top 5% of high 

days for warm (Maydays for warm (May--Sep.) and cold seasonsSep.) and cold seasons
–– Calculated relative emissions to the total for Calculated relative emissions to the total for 

each pollutant based on the counties in the each pollutant based on the counties in the 
CSA/CBSA or existing nonattainment areaCSA/CBSA or existing nonattainment area



Factors in the CESFactors in the CES
•• Speciation dataSpeciation data

–– Calculated for each season the total urban incrementCalculated for each season the total urban incrementCalculated for each season the total urban increment Calculated for each season the total urban increment 
for the end products (sulfate, nitrate, total carbon, for the end products (sulfate, nitrate, total carbon, 
crustal) of the four pollutants associated with main crustal) of the four pollutants associated with main 
emission pollutants for each violating areaemission pollutants for each violating areaemission pollutants for each violating areaemission pollutants for each violating area

–– The fraction of each pollutant’s increment to the total The fraction of each pollutant’s increment to the total 
was used as a weight applied to the relative was used as a weight applied to the relative 
emissionsemissionsemissionsemissions

Total Increment: 6.8 ug/m3 Total Increment: 8.3 ug/m3

Total
Increment:
6.8 μg/m3

Total
Increment:
8.3 μg/m36.8 μg/m 8.3 μg/m



Factors in the CESFactors in the CESFactors in the CESFactors in the CES

•• MeteorologyMeteorology
–– HYSPLIT backward trajectories examined wind HYSPLIT backward trajectories examined wind 

patterns on high days in each seasonpatterns on high days in each seasonpatterns on high days in each seasonpatterns on high days in each season
–– Took into account variability during the day by Took into account variability during the day by 

starting a trajectory every three hoursstarting a trajectory every three hours
F h i h 4 j i dF h i h 4 j i d–– For each start time, there were 4 trajectories started For each start time, there were 4 trajectories started 
at heights at and below the mixing heightat heights at and below the mixing height

–– Trajectories were allowed to go back as far as 48 Trajectories were allowed to go back as far as 48 j gj g
hourshours

–– Calculated probability density for countiesCalculated probability density for counties
•• County probability was used as another weight on theCounty probability was used as another weight on the•• County probability was used as another weight on the County probability was used as another weight on the 

relative emissionsrelative emissions







Factors in the CESFactors in the CESFactors in the CESFactors in the CES

•• DistanceDistance
–– Accounts for dispersion of primarily emitted pollutants Accounts for dispersion of primarily emitted pollutants 

th i t i l ti tth i t i l ti ton their way to violating countyon their way to violating county
–– Applied a weight of 1/distance to relative emissionsApplied a weight of 1/distance to relative emissions

•• Normalized total score so that county valuesNormalized total score so that county values•• Normalized total score so that county values Normalized total score so that county values 
ranged between 0 and 100ranged between 0 and 100

•• Score represents the relative contribution anScore represents the relative contribution an•• Score represents the relative contribution an Score represents the relative contribution an 
individual county has on any violating county individual county has on any violating county 
within an areawithin an area



Example: Morgantown, WVExample: Morgantown, WVExample: Morgantown, WVExample: Morgantown, WV



Network AssessmentsNetwork AssessmentsNetwork AssessmentsNetwork Assessments
•• Early stages of planning and designing analysesEarly stages of planning and designing analysesa y stages o p a g a d des g g a a ysesa y stages o p a g a d des g g a a yses
•• Interested in feedback regarding what States Interested in feedback regarding what States 

and Locals want to see that to aid in the and Locals want to see that to aid in the 
assessmentassessment

•• Last time (very early part of this century), Last time (very early part of this century), 
OAQPS provided analyses and Regions workedOAQPS provided analyses and Regions workedOAQPS provided analyses and Regions worked OAQPS provided analyses and Regions worked 
with States, Locals, RPOs to supplement that with States, Locals, RPOs to supplement that 
information and supply an assessment unique to information and supply an assessment unique to 
each Region to OAQPSeach Region to OAQPS

•• This time, States and Locals have to supply This time, States and Locals have to supply 
assessments directly to Regional Administratorassessments directly to Regional Administratorassessments directly to Regional Administratorassessments directly to Regional Administrator
–– Due July 1, 2010Due July 1, 2010



What was done beforeWhat was done beforeWhat was done beforeWhat was done before

SScore 
representing the 
importance of the 
monitoring siteg

Series of metrics Weights



What was done beforeWhat was done beforeWhat was done beforeWhat was done before

Examining the area of influence
for a site using Voronoi tessellation
and determining the populationand determining the population 
served by the site’s information



What was done beforeWhat was done beforeWhat was done beforeWhat was done before

Using a site’s neighbors to 
predict its concentration
and then see how well of 
job was done Areas withjob was done.  Areas with
a dense monitoring network
have lower percent errors.



55 year Network Assessmentsyear Network Assessments55--year Network Assessments year Network Assessments 

•• OAQPS plans to provide tools and analysis OAQPS plans to provide tools and analysis 
resultsresults
–– Google EarthGoogle Earth

•• Locations of monitoring sitesLocations of monitoring sites
•• Pertinent information when site is clicked onPertinent information when site is clicked on

–– How in depth do you want that information to be?How in depth do you want that information to be?
Design values population density site statisticsDesign values population density site statistics–– Design values, population density, site statistics, Design values, population density, site statistics, 
sensitive populations, etc.sensitive populations, etc.



Network AssessmentsNetwork AssessmentsNetwork AssessmentsNetwork Assessments

•• AnalysesAnalyses
–– Envision providing results for analyses  Envision providing results for analyses  p g yp g y

characterizing ozone and PM2.5 sites’ characterizing ozone and PM2.5 sites’ 
uniquenessuniqueness

–– Some way of identifying areas of the country Some way of identifying areas of the country 
where additional sites may be needed for where additional sites may be needed for 

i f tii f timore informationmore information
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Examples of Possible AnalysesExamples of Possible AnalysesExamples of Possible AnalysesExamples of Possible Analyses



Examples of Possible AnalysesExamples of Possible AnalysesExamples of Possible AnalysesExamples of Possible Analyses



Examples of Possible AnalysesExamples of Possible Analysesp yp y
Washington, DC – Baltimore, MD



Examples of Possible AnalysesExamples of Possible Analysesp yp y
Washington, DC – Baltimore, MD



Examples of Possible AnalysesExamples of Possible AnalysesExamples of Possible AnalysesExamples of Possible Analyses

Large gradient betweeng g
nearest neighbors > 
100 km
apart with a low
R2 (<0 5)R2 (<0.5).

Possible new site 
placed half way 
between two sites that 
met above criteria.

Existing ozone sitest g o o e s te

Possible location for new site



Typical factor from PMFTypical factor from PMFTypical factor from PMFTypical factor from PMF



Monitors near the bottom of the color Monitors near the bottom of the color 
scale are lower valuescale are lower value



•• Are these sample analyses something you Are these sample analyses something you 
would use?would use?

•• What information would you want to makeWhat information would you want to make•• What information would you want to make What information would you want to make 
the assessments go more smoothly?the assessments go more smoothly?


